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CENTURY-OLD COMPANIES DISTINGUISH PORTUGAL’S 
GLOBAL OFFER

The wealth and uniqueness of century-old Portuguese companies guide the Portuguese Trade 

and Investment Agency’s (AICEP) MADE IN PORTUGAL naturally campaign, which seeks to af-

firm the country’s home and construction excellence materials cluster.

There are more than 200 companies that are more than 100 years old in Portugal. Most are fam-

ily-run and retain the know-how while investing in innovation and excellence. These competitive 

factors characterise the MADE IN PORTUGAL naturally brand.

AICEP CEO Luís Castro Henriques says: «With many century-old companies, Portugal is a coun-

try combining tradition and experience with a vision of the future leveraged on the boldness of 

new generations. This new generation contributes towards the recognition of a country in which 

design and innovation assume particular importance and an evolution in which the research and 

development of new processes and methods are fundamental».

Portuguese excellence is recognised and appreciated by many international creators, architects 

and designers seeking out Portuguese companies for their authenticity, know-how, and quality.

Sampedro (1921), a trusted brand in the international home textile markets that produces bed, 

table and bath linen.

Herdmar (1911) is one of the world’s major cutlery producers focusing on a democratic design 

philosophy in which cutlery is a fashionable complement to the table.

ACH Brito (1918), a soap and fragrances company that combines the tradition and elegance of 

the past with the best of modern technology.

Vasicol (1900), a ceramic producer that has grown through its continuous investment in innova-

tion and design.

Technological capacity and many years’ experience are the trademarks of A Metalúrgica (1826), 

a manufacturer of baked and pastry products.

Specialising in the manufacture of chairs and other furniture, Adico (1920) is a family company 

that focuses on Portuguese design.

https://www.sampedro.pt/en
https://www.herdmar.com/pt/en/
https://achbrito.com/pt3/
http://www.vasicol.com/en/home/
https://www.ametalurgica.pt/en/
https://www.adico.pt/lang.php?lang=en
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Innovation, technology, and design are the hallmarks of Cifial’s (1904) bathroom and kitchen 

products (taps and sanitary ware) that are renowned internationally for their quality.

CIN (1917) is today the largest Iberian manufacturer – and one of the largest in Europe – of 

paints and varnishes, a leadership that is the fruit of experience, knowledge, innovation and a 

commitment to sustainability.

These and other companies can be found in the 360º Virtual Showroom and in the catalogue at 

www.portugalnaturally.pt.

AICEP – Portuguese Trade & Investment Agency is a public entity that promotes the attrac-

tion of productive investment, the increase in exports and the internationalization of Portuguese 

companies and economy through its offices in Portugal and a network of Delegations in more 

than 50 countries. 

For more information:

aicep Portugal Global General Phone Number: +351 217 909 500

Sónia Cerdeira | sonia.cerdeira@portugalglobal.pt | Tel.: +351 967 843 516

Filipa Prenda | filipa@monstrosecompanhia.com | Tel.: +351 924 139 483

https://www.cifial.pt/?it=base_home&nlg=2
https://cin.com/corporate/en/
https://www.portugalnaturally.pt/en
https://portugalglobal.pt/EN/about-us/overseas-network/Pages/overseas-network.aspx
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